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Abstract

A brief report of finds of radioactive materials out of control in Central Slovakia
during the period 1996 - 1998 has been made in this paper. The reasons of the reported
events are described if known and some recommendations on safety culture
development and implementation have been given.

Background

The application of radiation sources in industry, agriculture, research, teaching
and medicine is broad and wide-spread in Slovakia. Political and economical changes
after 1989 resulted in changes in organisations and their responsibilities as well as in
ownership of factories and companies.The more or less qualified staff and most senior
workers were often dismissed by the new owners. The new employees - untrained
persons and lack of documentation have led to increase of probability of losses and
uncontrolled movement of sources of ionizing radiation and radioactive materials.
Increasing prices for the disposal have also led to throwing the sources away instead of
proper disposing by the user. Sources in such cases can finish up in small scrap yards,
smelting works, industrial waste disposals, waste treatment plants and steel companies.

Unexpected finds of radioactive materials

The staff of Radiation Protection Department of State Institute of Public Health in
Banska Bystrica was during the period 1996 - 1998 involved in 11 remedial actions
related to unexpected finds of radioactive material in scrap-metal. Most of reported
finds were located at the entrance to a steel company in Podbrezova or at the
Podbrezova railway station, where the incoming railway wagons were monitored by the
personnel of the steel company using of small dose rate meters. Now the steel company
is equipped by an automatic monitoring system. One railway waggon was returned from
Italy to engineering works in Povazska Bystrica. From 50 000 kg of steel swarf more
than 10 000 kg were contaminated by ^Co. 10 ̂ Co sources with containers were found
during a regular inspection visit in a construction company, where they were prepared
for transport with other scrap-metal to the steel producing company in KoSice. The only
reason they were still in the company was heavy rain causing difficulties in loading,
they were found in fact in the last minute before accidental melting. The very last cases
were 2 trucks returned from an Austrian company working with metal scrap as
contaminated back to the firm in 2iar nad Hronom which has exported the aluminium
scrap. The bags with aluminium scrap were more or less contaminated by an accidentaly
melted 90Sr source from icing thickness mesurement devices used in the military air
force.
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List of unusual events and finds in Central Slovakia in last 3 years

No
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Date
Oct. 16, 1996

March 3,1997

May 10,1997

July 8,1997

Sept. 20,1997

Dec. 14,1997
8,30

Dec. 14,1997
18,00
March 23,
1998

July 16,1998

July 23,1998

Oct. 21,1998

Locality
Podbrezova
railway station

Podbrezova
railway station
Podbrezovd
railway station
Liptovsky
MikulaS,
construction
company

Podbrezova
railway station
Podbrezova, steel
producing
company
Podbrezova
railway station
Povazska Bystrica
engineering
works
Podbrezova

Podbrezova

Ziar nad Hronom

Material found
3 open containers with
60Co sources

5 truck axles from steel
contaminated by 60Co
Steel contaminated
by60Co
10 containers with 60Co
sources

6UCo source without
container
Steel contaminated
by60Co

Steel contaminated
by60Co
Swarf from machining
steel parts contaminated
by60Co
Metal scrap with "6Ra
deposition
Metal scrap with ^"Ra
deposition
Aluminium scrap
contaminated by 90Sr,
probably of military
origin - melted device
for icing thickness
measurement

Notes
There was no licence
issued for this sources, the
owner was not found.

Part of an agricultural
machine
Found during an regular
inspection in ,,last minute"
before loading to a railway
waggon together with
other scrap destined for a
steel producing company*
The owner was found

Part of an agricultural
machine

Part of an agricultural
machine
Railway wagon returned
from Italy owing to higher
dose rate
Parts of an ore grinder,
metal scrap from Romania
Parts of an ore grinder,
metal scrap from Romania
2 trucks returned from an
Austrian factory

*The steel producing company was not equipped with a fix portal and there was no
dosimetry entrance control system installed.

Remedial actions taken

In all cases where sources were found they were removed from the railway
waggons and transported by personnel of the specialized organization HUMA LAB
APEKO to the labs for analysis and identification. In other cases the radioactive
material removed from the waggons or trucks was declared as radioactive waste and
will be stored as such. All finds of parts of agricultural machines were of the same
origin and so follow-up inspections were planned in agricultural companies to find and
collect the contaminated parts of machines and spare parts.
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Results of follow-up inspections in agriculture cooperatives, service companies and
companies distributing spare parts for agriculture machines:

1997 80 contaminated parts of machines found by inspectors from Radiation
Protection Department of SIPH Banska Bystrica

The found and collected parts were returned to the producer of agricultural machines in
the Czech Republic and disposed on his storage place.

1997 more than 40 contaminated parts up to now were found with help of Regional
and District Offices for Civil Protection

Primary causes to the finds reported

Event 1: «Orphan" sources

Events 2. 8: Probably an accidentally melted source of unknown origin

Events 3. 6. 7 : A spent 60Co radiotherapy source stolen from a hospital was accidentaly
melted in a small company in the Czech Republic. Parts of agricultural machines were
produced from the contaminated steel, with the activity about 3,5 MBq/kg.

Events 4. 5: Inadequate training and failure to follow requirements of regulatory
authority

Events 9.10: Metal scrap was contaminated by NORM (Naturally Occuring
Radioactive Material).

Event 11: Inadequate education and training of personnel working with sources used in
icing density measuring devices for air force.

Consequences

The exposure of people involved was in events reported fortunately very low,
but mishandling of sources can result in the future in overexposure of members of the
public.

Conclusions

There is an urgent need:
to disseminate more information, the knowledge gained and lessons learned

from the finds and losses and detailed circumstances of each case to people
working in scrap yards and melting factories;
to inform the organizations dealing with scrap materials about the potential

existence of orphan sources and contaminated scrap of various origin.
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It is very important to have relevant risk information and to communicate relevant
information about the events to the public.

It is necessary:
to oblige (by act or decree ) the companies working with metal scrap to realize
radiation measurements before transport

- to improve training and qualification of individuals
to implement radiation measurement systems at entrance of scrap yards.

There is also urgent need for better cooperation between authorities responsible
for solving such events aimed to find the possibility how to store the materials found
and declared as radioactive waste.


